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ON THE EXISTENCE OF NEUTRINO-LESSDOUBLE ELECTRON CAPTURE TRANSITIONS�Z. Sujkowski and S. WyehA. Soªtan Institute for Nulear StudiesHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived January 11, 2002)The nulear method to disover Majorana neutrinos is the neutrinoless�� deay. We propose to study the inverse proess aompanied by a pho-ton emission, the neutrinoless radiative double eletron apture. Chanesfor suh a deay are estimated. These favour studies of 0+0+ nulear tran-sitions of small energy release in high Z atoms.PACS numbers: 13.15.+g, 23.40.Bw1. IntrodutionThe question of possible existene of massive neutrinos is one of themost intriguing topis of the present day physis. This general questionis followed by a more spei� one. What is the nature of the neutrinos,are these Dira or Majorana fermions? Nulear physis, with the studiesof double �; � deays allows, in priniple, to resolve this question for theeletron neutrino �e. If it is a Majorana partile by de�nition it is equalto its harge onjugate. Thus the neutrino produed in one at of neutrondeay may be absorbed in another at of neutron deay. This orrespondsto the reation (A;Z � 2)! (A;Z) + e+ e : (1)Suh a proess, visualised in Fig. 1 and denoted by 0���, would be followedby the emission of two orrelated eletrons. The unique signature of thisproess is that the sum of the energies of the two � eletrons is onstant andequal to the total double � deay energy. Thanks to this the 0��� eletronsould be seen on the bakground of muh more numerous �nal produts��; ��; e; e from the normal �� deays. While typial times of the double �� Presented at the XXVII Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, Poland,September 2�9, 2001. (471)



472 Z. Sujkowski, S. Wyehdeays are of the order of 1020y, the proesses 0��� are expeted to last1024y. For the desription of the physis involved we refer to books [1,2℄ andreent experimental reviews [3, 4℄.

Fig. 1. Diagrams for the 0� double beta deay (right) and radiative double eletronapture (left) proesses.In this note we suggest to study the inverse of neutrinoless double � de-ay, i.e. the neutrinoless double eletron apture (see also [5,6℄). This proessis forbidden in the �rst order beause of the energy onservation requirement.A third body is needed to arry away the exess energy. The most obviousandidate for this energy arrier is a photon. In a usual eletron apture de-ay suh a radiative proess is rare (branhing ratio 10�3�10�4) and the en-ergy spetrum of the so-alled internal bremsstrahlung photons is ontinuous(f. e.g. [7℄). On the other hand, the rate of the neutrinoless double ele-tron apture, 0�EC EC, is presumably determined solely by this radiativee�et, at least for the ase of neutrino being a Majorana partile. There areexperimental advantages in studying suh proesses: (1) The photon energyis well de�ned, equal to the total deay energy diminished by the bindingenergies of the two eletrons aptured. This provides a onvenient observ-able easy to distinguish from the ontinuous bakground, random as well asphysial one. (2) Contrary to the � eletrons, the photons an easily esapefrom quite thik layers of the soure material without energy degradation.Large quantities of the deaying isotope an thus be used and the detetorsan be separate from the soures. The prie to pay is a sizable redutionof the transition rates. These are disussed in Setion 2. The experimentalquestions and the optimal hoie of the isotopes are disussed in Setion 3,some alulations are presented in the Appendix.



On the Existene of Neutrino-Less Double Eletron Capture . . . 4732. Comparison of the 0��� and 0� EC EC  transition ratesThe rate � (0���) for the double neutrinoless beta deay of Eq. 1 maybe fatorised into nulear and leptoni parts (see e.g. [3℄)� (0���) = G0� jM0�(A;Z � 2! Z) j2 (m�=me)2 : (2)Eq. (2) involves nulear matrix elements M0�(A;Z � 2 ! Z). (We on-sider only the 0+ ! 0+ transitions to avoid parallel single � deays.) Theleptoni ontributions inluding the �nal state eletron wave funtions and�nal phase spae elements are ontained in G0� . Fator m�=me re�ets thesimplest assumption of Majorana neutrino whih is adopted here. The waythe neutrino mass arises in Eq. (2) is indiated in appendix. The reverseproess � the double eletron apture �(A;Z) + e+ e! (A;Z � 2) (3)is not allowed, due to the energy-momentum onservation. Emission of anadditional partile: e.g. a photon, an eletron or a majoron is neessary.The �rst possibility is studied here, i.e.(A;Z) + e+ e! (A;Z � 2) +  : (4)Again, the apture rate may be fatorised into nulear, leptoni and photonparts� (0�EC EC) = G0� jM0�(A;Z ! Z � 2) j2 (m�=me)2 jM j2 : (5)The fators involved in Eq. (5) di�er from those of Eq. (2) by the �nal phasespae, the transition energy and the eletron wave funtions. The nuleartransition element is of similar nature though it onnets di�erent nulei.An additional fator M introdued into Eq. (5) gives the probability ofphoton emission. This is due to the eletron�photon oupling eA�Je� andthe intermediate eletron propagator:M = [ ep2qme ℄pfE;M ; (6)where e is the eletron harge, q and p2q are the photon momentum andphoton w.f. normalisation. The term in the square brakets gives an order ofmagnitude estimate. Finer alulations, outlined in appendix, give orretivefators fE;M for eletri and magneti transitions. Those depend on eletronstates and the photon energy. In this setion we give an estimate (order ofmagnitude) for the rate of the radiative apture proess. This is presentedas a retardation fator R() de�ned by the ratioR() = � (0�EC EC)� (0���) : (7)



474 Z. Sujkowski, S. WyehThe 0��� proesses involve two �nal eletrons desribed by the Coulombwaves 	f . At the nuleus the latter arej 	f (0) j2= 2��1� exp(2��) ; (8)where � is the Coulomb parameter for eletrons. The �nal state interationsand the phase spae element are given by integral (see [1℄)%(0���) = Z dpdp0(2�)6 Æ(�E � e(p)� e(p0)) j 	f (0) j4� ( �E)5(120�4) ; (9)where �E is the energy release for the �� deay. Eq. (9) is an analogue ofthe Fermi funtion used in the ordinary �. The last relation is known asPrimako��Rosen approximation. An equivalent expression for double ele-tron aptures involves the initial eletron interations and the �nal phasespae element. For an estimate let us use 1S atomi levels and the orre-sponding wave funtions j 	1S(0) j2= (meZ�)3� ; (10)where � = e2=4�. The �nal state phase spae is determined by the energyrelease �E %(0�EC EC) = Z dq(2�)3 Æ(�E � q): (11)The retardation fator beomesR() = %(0�EC EC) j 	1S(0) j4jM j2%(0���) = � me�E�5 30 � 16�q�7Z6fE;Mme :(12)The photon momentum q and the fators fE; fM depend strongly on theenergy release �E. These are given in Eqs. (A.8),(A.6) of the Appendix;fM orresponds to M1 transitions from 2S; 1S and fE orresponds to E1transitions from 2P; 1S atomi states. We note that the transitions involvingtwo 1S eletrons are forbidden by the angular momentum onservation.3. Optimal targetsThe fators determining the optimal hoie of the nuleide to be studiedare �rst of all those a�eting the deay rates: the deay energy and theatomi number, Z. The third fator, the nulear matrix element, thoughof ourse important, varies muh more slowly from a nuleus to nuleus;a rude estimate of its values an su�e for the �rst order-of-magnitude



On the Existene of Neutrino-Less Double Eletron Capture . . . 475onsideration. The ost a�eting fators, suh as the isotopi abundaneand the availability of the soure material, should be inluded on a di�erentbasis.The deay rate arguments for �� deays favour strongly large values of�E (f. the (�E)5 fator in Eq. (9)). On the other hand, high rates for theradiative aptures are obtained with small �E. This requirement arisesin the eletromagneti fators fM;E. The latter, for not too small transitionenergies, indiate 1=�E4 dependene. This e�et is only partly o�-set bythe phase spae and photon wave funtion normalisation fators entering asq in Eq. (12). As a result, we expet the (�E)�3 dependene of the radiativeneutrinoless double eletron apture rate.Strong enhanement of the radiative aptures is obtained at large Z dueto inrease of eletron densities in the nulear region. The requirement ofhigh eletron density in the nulear region for the radiative eletron aptureresults in the extremely strong Z6 dependene of the 0� double eletronapture rate (f. Eq. (12)).The retardation fator R() is typially 10�3�10�5 and the radiativeneutrinoless apture is muh slower than the neutrinoless double beta deay.However, there are exeptional ases of large Z and small �EC. Thus for�EC < me and Z � 80 the retardation R() is lose to unity.We an introdue a relative retardation fatorRrel = Z6(Q�BK �BL)3 (13)(where the Bs are the eletron binding energies) as a rough rate indiatorto ompare various nulei undergoing double eletron apture transitions.Table I lists a few nuleides as possible andidates for experimental studies.It is seen that the Rrel fator favours strongly the 180W nuleide. Thenulear matrix elements for the transitions listed in Table I have yet to bealulated. The estimates given below are based on the QRPA alulationsTABLE IThe relative enhanement fators and expeted lifetimes.Atom abundane % Q(EC, EC), keV Rrel, keV�3 T1=2(y), m� = 1 eV9242Mo 15.84 1648.6 1.3 1031�110848Cd 0.875 262 1:0� 103 1028�118074W 0.12 145 3:9� 105 2:5� 1025�119680Hg 0.146 820 6:5� 102 2� 1028�1



476 Z. Sujkowski, S. Wyehfor ECEC transition matries M0� � 4 of Ref. [8℄ whih inlude both theGT and F transitions. Making rude estimates and taking into aount theapproximations made in deriving Eq. (12) we arrive at the deay rates ofTable I with order of magnitude unertainties. The orresponding feasibilityestimates su�er thus from similar inauraies. The improved estimates willbe the subjet of a forthoming publiation.Leaving the ost arguments aside and assuming 1 ton of the soure ma-terial and the orrespondingly larger amount of the high resolution detetor(be it high purity Ge or a large bolometer) it seems to be feasible to de-sign experiments for the 0� double eletron apture proess in 180W withthe ount rates of the order of 100 � 10�2 ounts per year. The ountinge�ieny of about 10% has been assumed with the �K X-ray oinidenerequirement to redue the random bakground to a tolerable level. Prior toproper alulations of the nulear matrix elements and the redution of thepresent unertainty fator, we onsider this estimate as enouraging. Themost sensitive double � experiment of the Heidelberg�Mosow team with11 kg of 76Ge gives the limit m� < 0:3 eV [4℄. The plan (GENIUS, [4℄) isto inrease the soure (detetor) material to 10 t, whih should improve thesensitivity for m� down to about 2� 10�2 eV. We feel that the objetive of�nding out the nature of the eletron neutrino (Dira or Majorana) and ofdetermining its mass alls for trying di�erent methods and that the radia-tive double eletron apture may be an attrative alternative to the double� tehnique.We wish to thank Hiroyasu Ejiri, Wojieh Królikowski and Leszek�ukaszuk for their advie and enouragement.Appendix AThe photon emission amplitudeFew formulas for the photon emission amplitudes are olleted in thisappendix. The presentation is redued to the basis and onerns threetopis:(i) the onstrution of a onserved urrent,(ii) the alulation of E1 transition from 2P; 1S atomi eletrons,(iii) the alulation of M1 transition from 2S; 1S atomi eletrons.To remind the problem, let us onsider the transition amplitude for0�; �; � proess and speify the fators along the leptoni line in Fig. 1.One has, [1, 2℄, A(0���) = (�ue�PLS�PL�ue)W�� ; (A.1)



On the Existene of Neutrino-Less Double Eletron Capture . . . 477where: u; u are the usual and harge onjugated eletron spinors, PL projetson the left hirality states, S� is the neutrino propagator, �; � are the Diramatries and W�� is the nulear matrix element. The latter is left unspe-i�ed as it does not a�et the radiative transition in a signi�ant way. Thetime omponent W00 desribes the Fermi and Wij the Gamow�Teller transi-tion modes. Eq. (A.1) already assumes the existene of Majorana neutrinowhih is re�eted in the neutrino propagator S� . Now, the ombinationPLS�PL = m�h� is proportional to the neutrino mass m� and the spin inde-pendent neutrino propagator h� , whih is alled the neutrino potential. Inthis way m� measures the strength of the neutrinoless transitions and thelepton quantum number violation.The amplitude for the reverse proess of double eletron apture is oflosely related strutureA(0�) = (�uePL�S��PLue)W ��� : (A.2)For the orresponding radiative apture, the dominant amplitude whih de-sribes one radiating eletron isA(0�) = e(�uePL�S��PLSeAue)W ��� ; (A.3)where: Se is the eletron propagator, e is the eletron harge, A is the photon�eld and A = A�� desribes the photon emission.The standard proedure for radiative proesses is to relate the eletronpropagator to the initial eletron spinor ue. For a free eletron of four-momentum p� and a photon of momentum q� indiated in Fig. 1 one hasSeAue = Ap � q �meue = 2Ap�Aq(p� q)2 �m2e ue ; (A.4)where Ap;A denote four dimensional salar produts. To arrive at thisresult the free eletron Dira equation has been used. We use this alsofor the ase of a bound eletron. The �rst term Ap in Eq. (A.4) reduesto Ap = Ap in the A0 = 0 gauge. This is equivalent to a nonrelativistiexpression for the eletri radiation. Stritly speaking this term is not gaugeinvariant and requires an analogous term due to the proton involved inapture (in the limit of in�nite W mass). However, the latter does notontribute to 0+; 0+ transitions and the radiation is emitted by the eletron.It omes predominantly from a 2P atomi eletron that radiates E1 photonand forms an S wave paket in the ontinuum. From suh a paket theeletron undergoes the nulear apture. The eletron wave funtion at thenuleus 	E(0) is given by Eq. (A.4). In the oordinate representation oneobtains	E(r = 0)m = Z drme exp(�Qr)2�r rm	2P (r)m exp(�iqr); (A.5)



478 Z. Sujkowski, S. Wyehwhere the index m denotes the third omponent of l = 1 angular momentumand Q =p�(EB � q)2 +m2e + q2 is the e�etive momentum arried by theeletron. Here, EB is the Dira energy of the atomi eletron and the energyof the photon is q = �E �E1B �E2B . The  emission amplitude fatorisesout as shown by Eq. (5). The eletri fator fE in Eq. (6) is determinedby the eletron wave funtion 	E(0) that di�ers from the atomi funtion	1S(0). The aount of this di�erene and a summation over the initialeletron and �nal photon polarisations produesfE = 12 � 2meB[(Q+ 1=2B)2 + q2℄�2 ; (A.6)where B = 1=(me�Z) is the atomi Bohr radius.The seond term in Eq. (A.4); Aq, orresponds to magneti M1 tran-sitions from 2S eletron states. Here, the photon angular momentum isgenerated by the parallel spins of 2S and 1S eletrons. The wave funtionof the eletron that has radiated a magneti photon is now	M(r = 0) = Z drmeq exp(�Qr)2�r 	2S(r)i exp(�iqr) : (A.7)The summation over initial the eletron spins and �nal photon polarisationsprodues fM = 14 � 2meq(Q+ 1=2B)2 + q2 �2 : (A.8)REFERENCES[1℄ F. Boehm, P. Vogel, Physis of Massive Neutrinos, Cambridge Univ.Press.[2℄ R.N. Mohapatra, P.B. Pal, Massive Neutrinos, World Sienti�.[3℄ H. Ejiri, Phys. Rep. 338, 265 (2000).[4℄ H.V. Klapdor-Kleingrothaus et al., Phys. Rev. D63, 073005 (2001).[5℄ J.D. Vergados, Nul. Phys. B218, 109 (1983).[6℄ M. Doi, T Kotani, Prog. Theor Phys. 89, 139 (1993).[7℄ P.C. Martin, R.J. Glauber, Phys. Rev. 109, 1307 (1958).[8℄ H. Hirsh et al., Z. Phys. A347, 151 (1993).


